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Abstract. The Internet consists of various independent entities that range from small residential
customers up to large backbone networks. The global network formation of the Internet is a
result of the independent actions of these entities trying to achieve their individual connectivity
needs balanced against their business goals. For example, customers accept contracts with ISPs to
connect them to the Internet while ISPs and larger Autonomous Systems (ASes) make contracts
called Service Level Agreements (SLAs) between each other to transit one another’s traffic. ASes
also try to control the routing of traffic to and from their networks in order to achieve efficient
use of their infrastructure and to attempt to meet some level of quality of service globally.
We introduce a game theoretic model in order to gain understanding of this interplay between
network formation and routing. Strategies for the players in the game allow them to make contracts
with one another to forward traffic, and to re-route traffic that is currently routed through them.
This model extends earlier work of [3] that only considered the network formation aspect of the
problem. We study the structure and quality of Nash equilibria and quantify the prices of anarchy
and stability, that is, the relative quality of a centralized optimal solution versus that of the Nash
equilibria. For example, we show that when only the sender benefits (i.e., gains utility) for routed
traffic demands then there is a Nash equilibrium as good as the centralized optimal solution and
so the price of stability is 1. However when both the sender and receiver benefit from routed
demands, then the price of stability is at most 2.

1

Introduction

The current Internet consists of tens of thousands of sub-networks known as Autonomous Systems
(ASes), with each AS under the control of a single administrative authority. The task of this authority
is to balance ensuring connectivity with the rest of the network against its own particular economic goals
for managing the traffic entering and leaving the AS. These sometimes conflicting goals of connectivity
versus traffic engineering are typically reflected in the local contracts called Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) formed with neighboring ASes, which are essentially agreements to forward traffic. Without
an appropriate SLA, no traffic would get from one AS to another, and so this system of business
relationships is at the heart of Internet connectivity. The economic goals of an AS are also encoded
into its routing policies, which are expressed in its local configuration of the Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) where BGP is the interdomain routing protocol in common use today. The local configuration
of BGP determines the traffic into and out of the AS. These resulting traffic patterns may cause an AS
to modify existing SLAs or create new ones. Thus there is an interplay between the contracts formed
and the traffic patterns resulting from the encoding of the implied policies into BGP. The major goal
of this paper is to develop an understanding of this interplay between network formation and traffic
routing in a network where contracts are formed only between immediate neighbors.
Game theory is a natural approach for studying the behavior of such a collection of independent
entities that have motivation to cooperate as well as conflicting self-interested economic goals. A number
of different game theoretic approaches have appeared, most of which can be classified as studying network formation (e.g., [1, 10, 24]) or as interested in routing issues (e.g., [11, 32]). Our approach straddles
these categories since we are interested in both aspects of a network.
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This paper builds on the earlier work of [3] in which a network formation game called the Local
Contract Formation Game (LCFG) was defined. LCFG ignored the routing aspect of the resulting
network, assuming that each traffic demand could only be sent along a given fixed route. In our paper,
we allow routing choices as part of a player’s strategy in addition to the choice of which contracts to
form. We also incorporate edge (or node) capacity constraints into our model. While these new features
add complexity to the model, they are an important step towards modeling real world constraints and
degrees of freedom faced by entities in today’s Internet. Even with these added features, we obtain
meaningful results concerning the structure and quality of the stable business relationships in the
resulting network.
Some aspects of LCFG as defined in [3] are retained in our model. For instance, both models have
players representing typical Internet entities such as ASes, enterprise networks, and residential customers. Also, relationships between neighboring players are designed to capture three major properties
of real-world business relationships seen in the Internet. The first of these properties is that relationships
are strictly locally negotiated [20, 21]. That is, players negotiate contracts only with their neighbors.
While these contracts take into account global issues such as the topology of the rest of the network and
traffic demands throughout the network, they are formed strictly by negotiations between two neighboring players. Another property is that two possible types of contracts can be formed: customer-provider
or peer-peer [8, 9, 12, 15]. Lastly, both models incorporate penalties such as those found in typical real
world SLAs for failure to meet the conditions of a contract [19]. In particular, these penalties are designed to penalize a provider that accepts payment from a customer, but fails to satisfy the transit
service for which the customer formed the contract.
Local Contract and Routing Formation Game (LCRFG) LCRFG is the game we study in this
paper. An instance of LCRFG consists of a network topology of nodes and edges where nodes are the
players in the game, and the edges represent potential contracts (and hence potential connections over
which traffic can flow). A contract is an agreement to allow traffic headed for a given destination to
flow on the edge in a specified direction. These contracts are subject to possible node and edge capacity
constraints. We are also given a set of demands, where a demand d is a request for some amount of
traffic to be sent from a source node s(d) to a destination node t(d). A demand is active (satisfied)
if it is routed along a path that has the appropriate contracts formed along it. The source node and
destination node of a demand each place a value on having the demand satisfied, and so their utility
increases (say by some value λ(d)) if d is active. For each unit of traffic that gets routed through a node
v, however, that node is “charged” a unit of utility for transiting this traffic. This transit cost represents
the extra infrastructure cost that a node would incur due to its increased traffic load. Given this conflict
between utility of active demands and transit cost, the major goal of a node v is to make sure that a
lot of demands having v as an endpoint become active, while having as few demands as possible routed
through v.
If node u agrees to pay some amount to neighboring node v, and v agrees to forward a unit of traffic
from u towards some node t for this amount, then a contract between u and v is formed and the contract
is said to be active. Node u is said to be the customer and v is said to be the provider for this contract.
If the provider v fails to ensure that the traffic from u gets to t then v pays a penalty to u. Notice that
more realistic contracts would involve a provider agreeing to forward traffic from its customer as well
as to its customer. We show that our results hold with more realistic customer-provider contracts in
Section 4, as well as with the introduction of peering contracts. For the majority of this paper, however,
we consider the types of contracts defined above, which imply that an active demand must be routed
on a directed path of contracts, each directed from a customer to a provider.
A node’s utility then is a function of the fees it pays (or receives) to form contracts, the cost for
transited traffic, the payment (or receipt) of penalties, and the value it receives for each successfully
routed demand for which it is an endpoint. A node’s strategy involves its choice of which contracts to
form and how to route the demands that go through it. If no node can increase its utility by changing
its current strategy, then the configuration of strategies is said to be a Nash Equilibrium (NE). We are
interested in understanding and computing such stable configurations.

Our Results We focus on understanding the structure and quality of Nash equilibria, and on quantifying the prices of anarchy and stability3 , which compare the quality of a centrally-defined optimal
solution with the quality of the worst and best Nash equilibrium, respectively. We do this with respect
to two objective functions defined as follows.
– The social welfare4 of a given set of active contracts equals the total value of the demands that
are active minus the total transit cost incurred. If only the source of a demand is rewarded for this
demand getting to its destination, then we show how to form a Nash equilibrium that is as good
as the centralized optimal solution. In the case where both the source and destination of a demand
are rewarded, however, both the prices of anarchy and stability in LCFG can be unbounded. In this
case, we show that if every demand value λs(d) (d) is increased by a factor of 2, then there is a NE
as good as the original centrally defined social optimum.
– Instead of the social welfare objective, we also consider a non-mixed sign objective function we call
the cut-loss objective function: the total transit cost incurred plus the total value of the demands
that are not connected. This objective function is also studied in [3, 24]. Notice that the minimum
of this objective is also the solution with maximum social welfare, so the change of objective only
matters for approximation ratios such as the prices of anarchy and stability. For this objective, we
show that the price of stability of LCRFG is at most 2, as well as how to efficiently compute a good
Nash equilibrium.
– In Section 4, we show that the above results also hold for a variety of extensions to our model,
including more realistic customer-provider contracts and the addition of peering contracts. We also
prove that, with a slightly more constrained routing protocol, our results apply to contract systems
where the contracts do not specify the destination. In other words, in this type of contract the
provider would be obligated to forward all traffic from its customer, no matter where this traffic
was destined.
Related Work The tradeoff between the benefits to a player (such as an AS) from routing its demands
versus the loss of utility from transiting other traffic, was explored in several papers (e.g. [11, 24, 29, 28,
30]). Typically, however, the concentration has been on short-term routing and pricing schemes, e.g.,
[16, 18, 23, 26, 31]. While short-term pricing and admission models are of significant interest, they rely
on an underlying set of business (longer-term economic) relationships. Moreover, agreements between
entities (ISPs, enterprise or residential customers) tend to be based on more rigid contracts such as fixed
bandwidth, or peak bandwidth contracts [20, 21]. This is largely due to the complexity (and expense)
of monitoring IP traffic at a packet or flow level.
Motivated by this, several game theoretical models have addressed the strongly related notion of
network formation. Some of these do not look at contract formation, but instead assume that edges
have intrinsic costs [1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 17, 27]. On the other hand, contract formation models of networks have
been heavily addressed as well, mostly in the economics literature (e.g., [13], for a survey see [22]). This
body of work mostly addresses questions distinct from those studied here. In particular, none of these
combine routing with contract formation, consider customer-provider and peering contracts, or measure
the impact of provider penalties. In [6] a very general model of network formation is considered, and
the model of [24] focuses on solutions where all demands are satisfied, and on so-called pairwise-stable
equilibria. In addition, [7, 23] specifically address intra-domain concerns when forming peering contracts.
Our model is a direct extension of [3], which dealt with a similar network formation game, but
without the ability to re-route traffic. Unlike most previous work, our goal is to study the interplay
between routing and network formation, and so we must study both at the same time.

2

The Model and Basic Results

An instance of the Local Contract and Routing Formation Game (LCRFG) consists of a directed
capacitated graph G = (V, E) and a set of demands D, both of which we describe below.
3

4

See [25] for a definition of price of anarchy (known there as the coordination ratio), and [2] for a definition of
price of stability.
Recall that the social welfare of a solution is the sum of the players’ utilities.

We represent the network under consideration as a capacitated directed graph G = (V, E) where
each (directed) edge e ∈ E has a capacity on the amount of traffic that can be transited along e. Nodes
in V represent entities that might wish to establish contracts with one another to forward their traffic.
For example, a node might represent an AS or a residential customer. An edge represents that there is
a physical connection between the nodes (e.g., a fiber connection) and hence the capacity of the edge
represents the actual capacity of this connection. We can also include node capacities without changing
our results. The physical connection between nodes implies that there is the potential for the nodes on
that edge to form a contract to forward their traffic directly rather than through intermediate nodes.
A demand d represents the desire of a source node s(d) to be able have a unit of traffic routed
to a destination node t(d). A demand d also includes values λs(d) (d) and λt(d) (d) that represent the
value that the source and destination nodes respectively place on having the demand traffic successfully
routed. We describe below what it means for a demand to be successfully routed. Note that we chose
to limit demands to be unit sized for notational simplicity, however in most cases extending our results
to variable sized demands is straightforward. For technical reasons, we henceforth assume that each
λv (d) ≥ 2.
The nodes of V are the players in the game. As described above, the edges represent physical
connections and potential contracts. Contracts are only allowed to be formed between entities that are
physically connected in order to model systems of local contracts that occur in the real world [20, 21].
We next describe how contracts are formed in our game.
For each edge e = (v, u) and a destination node t, u can request some amount, say c, from v. If v
“accepts” this request, then v and u form a contract having the meaning that v pays u the amount c,
and u is obligated to forward a unit of traffic flow from v to t. The amount c is called the cost of the
contract. If v accepts the request then the contract is said to be an active contract. Let Xe (t)P
be the set
of all such active contracts for edge e and destination t. The capacity of an edge e is violated if t |Xe (t)|
is greater than the capacity of e. We use the notation χe (t) to denote an element
P of the set Xe (t) and
c(χe (t)) to indicate the cost of the contract χe (t). Then we define c(Xe (t)) = χe (t)∈Xe (t) c(χe (t)). In
the context of such a contract χe (t), node u is said to be the provider and v is the customer. We say
that the contract χe (t) is a customer contract
S of node u and a provider contract of node v.
Given a collection of active contracts,
e∈E,t∈V Xe (t), one can define a directed multi-graph having
P
the same node set V as G but with t |Xe (t)| copies of directed edge e. Then in what follows when we
speak of a path of contracts we will mean a directed path in this multi-graph.
One aspect of a node’s strategy in an instance of LCRFG is then to decide which requests to make
for contract payments, and which requests to accept. Another aspect of a node’s strategy is to determine
how to route demands over active contracts. We do not limit our model to a single routing protocol,
but instead leave open what exact routing protocol is being used, in order to be most general. The only
assumption we make about routing decisions is that they satisfy the following constraints.
(R1) The routing does not violate the contracts. That is, if a demand d is routed from s to t, then the
edges e = (u, v) that are included in its path must have a contract χe (t) between u and v. Moreover,
if x demands with destination t are forwarded from u to v, then there must be at least x contracts
in Xe (t) between u and v (since each contract χe (t) only obligates v to get a single demand to its
destination t).
(R2) If a valid route exists between a source and destination of a demand d, then demand d is successfully
routed. By a valid route, we mean a path of contracts χe (t(d)) between s(d) and t(d), with the
capacity provided by these contracts still available (not taken up by other demands). If a contract
is in the route of an active demand then the contract is said to carry the demand.
The basic goal of a player v is to establish contracts with its neighbors so as to manage the trade-off
between getting its demands (i.e., the demands having v as an endpoint) successfully routed versus
allowing the demands of others to pass through it. The strategy of a player v consists of making (and
accepting) requests for contract payments, and of choosing the routes for demands passing through v,
as long as the routing constraints (R1) and (R2) are satisfied. The details of player strategies are
addressed in Section 2.1. We now describe the utilities of the players, and the possible equilibria.

Utilities The utility for a player v will include the payments v makes (or receives) for contracts and
the values of active demands for which v is an endpoint. The utility will also involve a transit cost for
active demands that include v in their path as well as certain penalties. These latter two components
of the utilities are defined after we first introduce some required notation.
A state (solution) of this game is a set of active contracts (along with resulting payments) together
with a routing of the demands along paths of active contracts. For a particular state of the network,
let P (d) be the path on which demand d is routed. We will call a demand active if it is successfully
routed in the current state. Let Dend (v) be the active demands having endpoint v, and D(v) be the set
of active demands for which v ∈ P (d). Similarly, for any S ⊆ V , D(S) is the set of active demands that
include nodes of S.
Transit Costs: For any state of the network, define the traffic transited by a node v to be D(v). For
x ∈ V , let t(x) be the total amount of traffic that x is transiting, i.e. t(x) = |D(x)|. We define the cost
of transiting for a node x to be t(x). That is, there is a normalized cost of 1 for each active demand
transited.
Penalties: A provider must pay penalties to its customers if it fails to meet its obligations. There are
many penalty systems that we could consider in this context. Just as with the routing protocol, instead
of defining exactly what the penalty system is, we just give required conditions for it. Our results work
for any penalty system meeting these conditions. Specifically, a penalty system must be such that:
– If a demand d is active (i.e., successfully reaches its destination), then no one pays penalties because
of it.
– If a demand d that was previously active and routed through node v becomes inactive, but there is
still a valid route from s(d) to v, then v must pay a penalty to its customer on this valid route.
Notice that the second condition above assumes some notion of time passing. This assumption is
unnecessary, as we can define many static penalty systems that obey the above conditions. For example,
we can say that all providers with valid routes from s(d) pay penalties for an inactive demand. Or we
could make a more complicated system and say that inactive demands still have routes assigned to
them, and the last provider in such a route that fails to forward this demand to the next hop must pay
the penalty. In either case, the conditions above are satisfied, since if a provider decided to prevent a
demand from getting to its destination (without re-routing or changing contracts), it would have to pay
a penalty to its customer for failing in its provider duties.
Intuitively, these conditions say that if d becomes inactive, then the person to pay the penalty for
this is the last in the chain of providers to which there still exists a valid route. It is the duty of this
provider to get d to its destination, and since the valid route ends at it, this provider has failed in its
duty. Accordingly, it pays a penalty to its customer. We set the size of the penalty for failing to form
a route for demand d to be λs(d) (d) − 1. The intuition behind our definition of penalties is that a node
s(d) should be compensated for loss of any λ-value from one of its demands d routed through one of its
(paid for) connections to a provider. The benefit to s(d) is λs(d) (d) − 1 (since s(d) receives λs(d) (d) value
if d is active but has a cost of 1 for transit of d). If penalties were any smaller, there would be instability
in the system, since providers would prefer to pay a penalty instead of forwarding a customer’s traffic.
On the other hand, our results still hold if the penalties were allowed to be higher.
The Utility Function: Given the endpoint values for active demands, the transiting costs, payments,
and the penalties, the utility of node v (for a solution S) is written as utility(v) (or utilityS (v)), and is
defined as follows.
utility(v) =

X
d∈D end (v)

λv (d) − t(v) +

X
e=(w,v),t

c(Xe (t)) −

X
e=(v,w),t

c(Xe (t)) −

X

pv (d)

(1)

d

In other words, a node v gains the value of λv (d) for each active demand that it originates, loses 1
for every demand it transits, gets payment c(χe (t)) according to the contract it makes with its neighbor
on e (either positive if v is paid or negative if it pays) and loses pv (d) for penalties (either positive or
negative depending on whether it pays or receives the penalty).

The utility function defined
P above applies to the case when for each edge e incident to a node v, the
number of active contracts t |Xe (t)|P
does not violate the capacity constraint of e. The second case is
when the number of active contracts t |Xe (t)| for some e incident to v violates the capacity of e. In
this case, v is assigned a negative utility. It is easy to see that in a Nash equilibrium no node is involved
with contracts that violate capacities, since they could always do better by doing nothing and receiving
0 utility.
2.1

Player Strategies and Nash Equilibria

Player Strategies As mentioned above, a strategy of a player v consists of making (and accepting)
requests for contract payments, and of possibly affecting the routes for demands passing through v, as
long as the routing constraints (R1) and (R2) are satisfied. Many concrete games can be defined that
fit into this framework (see the Appendix for some examples). Instead of focusing on only one such
game, however, we choose to leave our framework as general as possible. In fact, our results hold for any
game where a player v only has power over its contracts and over the demand routes passing through v,
as long as the routing constraints (R1) and (R2) are guaranteed to hold. As long as a player v cannot
affect anything else by changing its strategy, we will show the existence of good Nash equilibria. To
carefully define an equilibrium, we do not need to define precisely the strategies of the game, but must
define the set of possible player deviations, with a solution being an equilibrium exactly when no player
would want to take one of their possible deviations.
Nash Equilibria Given a solution S, a deviation for a node v is a solution where v changes its actions
while all others remain as in S. We will see later on that the only deviations of interest will not result
in the ability to activate currently inactive demands. Specifically, a node v can deviate by performing
the following actions, possibly both at once.
– Changing the costs of its requests for customer contracts, and changing its decisions on the acceptance/ non-acceptance of provider contracts.
– Re-routing any of the active demands that pass through v.
This means that v controls all of the contracts it makes, and all of the routes that pass through it.
Just as our other assumptions about the routing protocol, this is a somewhat general assumption, and
many routing protocols obey this condition (see some examples in the Appendix). In the most powerful
deviation that we allow, a node would be able to re-route by canceling all routes that pass through
it (and thereby freeing their capacity), and then forming new routes for these demands instead. Our
results will hold for any weaker deviations as well, such as ones where v can only change some of the
routes that pass through it, instead of all of them. In essence, our results will hold for any game where
by deviating, a player v is only able to affect its contracts and the routes passing through v, but nothing
else in the network.
A best deviation for a node v is a deviation for v that results in the highest utility for v over all
possible deviations for v. In the case that a best deviation for v is to stay with its original strategy,
we say that v is stable. If all nodes are stable in a solution S, then S is said to be a Nash equilibrium
(or NE). We call a NE nontrivial if it has at least one active demand (and trivial otherwise). We say
that a set of contracts C and a set of demands D induces a NE when there is a NE whose set of active
contracts and demands are C and D. We sometimes say that a set of contracts alone induces a NE
when the set of active demands is obvious from context.

3

Good Equilibria and Price of Stability

Definite Nash Equilibria and Edge-Cutting Deviations In our model a trivial Nash equilibrium
always exists. A solution where all players v set all c(χe (t)) to a number M so large that accepting such
a contract guarantees the accepting node would have negative utility, results in no active edges, and is a
Nash equilibrium with all nodes having a utility of 0. Moreover, for every Nash equilibrium there is an
equivalent one where the payments demanded on inactive edges are M . We can also assume that there

are no active contracts without demands being routed on these contracts, as such contracts would have
no reason to exist. Call such a Nash equilibrium definite. Since our primary interest is to determine
how well the players (and society) can do via stable solutions, we may restrict attention without loss
of generality to such definite NEs. In a definite NE, no new contracts can be formed since all requests
for inactive contracts are too high to be accepted. Thus we can now simply think of deviations as a
node “cutting” some of the active contracts incident to it, as well as re-routing the demands that pass
through it. Cutting is achieved either by a customer refusing a request it is currently accepting or a
provider requesting M for that contract. Moreover, in a definite NE, the capacity of each active contract
is fully saturated, and so no new demands can be routed without active ones being re-routed. Notice
that since there are no valid routes with excess capacity in such a solution, no penalties are paid by
anyone.
The Centralized Optimum An optimal centralized solution, that we denote
P by OPT, is a set of active
edges together with a routing that maximizes the social welfare function v∈V utility(v).
Notice that
P
all the contract payments and penalties cancel out, so this objective function is just d∈D(V ) (λs(d) (d) +
λt(d) (d) − kP (d)k) where kP (d)k is the number of nodes in P (d). That is, the objective function is just
the total value for each endpoint of active demands minus the transit costs of active demands.
Nash equilibria as good as OPT We now compare the quality of the centralized optimal solution
with the quality of Nash equilibria. First, we consider the case where only the source s(d) of a demand
d is rewarded for d becoming active. In other words, we consider the case where λt(d) (d) = 0 for all
demands d. For this special case, we show that there exists a Nash equilibrium that is as good as OPT,
and so the price of stability is 1. The full proofs of all our results appear in the Appendix.
Theorem 1. If λt(d) (d) = 0 for all demands d, then there exists a Nash equilibrium that is as good as
the optimal centralized solution.
Price of Stability is at most 2 In this section, we consider the more general version of our
model, where both the source and the destination of a demand may benefit from this demand being
successfully routed. Indeed, in many applications it is not clear who benefits more from a packet getting
to its destination: the person who sent it, or the person who received it. This is why we leave this
question open, and say that the source of a demand benefits by λs(d) (d), while the destination benefits
by λt(d) (d).
For this model, we consider the quality of Nash equilibria using two different objective functions.
The first one is the social welfare, as described above. The second objective is a non-mixed sign objective
function we call the cut-loss objective function. In this objective, we seek to minimize the total transit
cost incurred plus the total value of the demands that are not connected. This objective function is
also studied in [3, 24]. Notice that the minimum of this objective is also the solution with maximum
social welfare, so the change of objective only matters for approximation ratios such as the prices of
anarchy and stability. The cut-loss objective also makes sense intuitively, since it simply corresponds to
minimizing the overall cost in the network, which includes the transit cost, as well as the cost incurred
from failing to route demands.
While in Theorem 1 we showed that there always exists an equilibrium as good as the optimal
solution, this is no longer true if destinations also benefit from active demands. This is true even for
examples without routing, and [3] gives examples where for the social welfare objective, all equilibria
may be arbitrarily far away from OPT, since every Nash equilibrium has social welfare of 0, while the
quality of OPT is positive. These examples are still valid for the model with routing presented here.
For the cut-loss objective, however, there always exist good Nash equilibria. In the proof of the
following theorem we not only show the existence of such equilibria, but also how to find them efficiently
starting with an approximation to OPT. For this result, we assume that λs(d) (d) = λt(d) (d) for all d. If
this were not the case, then instead of a factor of 2, we obtain a price of stability that depends on the
ratio between λs(d) (d) and λt(d) (d).
Theorem 2. With respect to the cut-loss objective function, the price of stability is at most 2 in the
case where for each demand d, λs(d) (d) = λt(d) (d).

Creating good equilibria While for the social welfare objective, all Nash equilibria may be bad
compared to OPT, we can still create good equilibria using similar methods as in [3]. For example,
if we give incentives to certain nodes, we can form an equilibrium that is as good as the centralized
optimal solution (see [3] for discussion about different types of incentives). Specifically, if we increase
the λs(d) (d) for every demand by a factor of 2, then in the resulting game instance there is a Nash
equilibrium whose active contracts are exactly the active contracts of OPT, with the same demands
being active. As in Theorem 2, we assume λs(d) (d) = λt(d) (d) for all d. If this were not the case, then
instead of increasing λs(d) (d) by a factor of 2, the results hold if we set λs(d) (d) to λs(d) (d) + λt(d) (d),
which is still a factor of 2 increase in total.
Theorem 3. Let E ∗ be the set of active contracts in OPT, and DOP T be the active demands in OPT. If
we increase λs(d) (d) by a factor of 2 for every d, then E ∗ together with DOP T induce a Nash equilibrium.

4

Model Variations

What if contracts are bi-directional? What if we have peering contracts? By “bi-directional”
contracts, we mean that there are two kinds of customer-provider contracts between a customer u and
provider v: ones that require v to forward u’s traffic to t, and ones that require v to forward traffic
destined for t to u. The first kind of contract is the same as we had in most of this paper, and the
second kind of contract represents the desire for nodes to receive traffic, and the payments they give to
their providers so that these providers forward traffic to them.
In addition to these two types of customer-provider contracts, suppose we also have peering contracts.
Peering contracts usually represent the case when two neighboring nodes agree to forward each other
traffic, without exchanging any payments. In our model, peering contracts are not labeled with a
destination, and consist of two nodes agreeing to form a peering contract by not demanding any payment
from each other. Peering contracts are allowed to have a capacity, but are not required to. We can also
allow peering contracts where neighboring nodes u and v agree to exchange traffic without any payments,
but require that the same amount of traffic is sent from u to v as from v to u.
By a simple argument given in the Appendix, all of our results from Section 3 hold even if we allow
the existence of the above types of contracts.
What if contracts do not have capacities? Suppose that an active contract χe (t) means that the
provider has the obligation to forward all traffic from its customer to the destination t, instead of just a
single unit. As we show in the Appendix, if the edge capacities are large enough (or non-existent), then
all our results still hold. Unfortunately, if the edge capacities are too small, we can get instability in
the system, ending up with the only stable solutions being much worse than the centralized optimum.
Specifically, there are examples where two routes are possible for a demand with a very high λs(d) (d)value, and nodes on these two routes try to make sure that the demand does not proceed through them,
leading to a stable solution only if d becomes inactive.
What if contracts do not specify the destination? In the case where the contracts do not
specify a particular destination nor have a capacity associated with them, there are examples where the
only Nash equilibria are extremely bad compared to the centralized optimum. Specifically, the prices
of anarchy and stability can be arbitrarily large for both the social welfare and the cut-loss objective.
Notice that this was not true for the model in [3], and occurs because nodes are able to re-route demands,
which results in fewer Nash equilibria.
In the case where a contract means that the provider has the obligation to forward a single unit of
traffic from its customer, but without a specified destination, things are a bit better. Specifically, we
can prove the following theorem. This theorem says that if we constrain the routing powers of all nodes
to only controlling the route that traffic takes after it leaves them, instead of before and after, then the
results of Section 3 still hold.
Theorem 4. If every node v can only affect the route portion that comes after v (for demands that
currently pass through v), then the results of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 still hold, even if the contracts do
not specify particular destinations.
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Appendix
A

Some examples of concrete games that fit into our framework

Consider the following routing protocol. For every incoming active demand d on contract χe (t) into v,
v decides where to send the traffic of d by choosing a next-hop contract. That is, v chooses some node
w that it has a contract with, and forwards d’s traffic to w. w then forwards d to its next-hop, and this
continues until d reaches its destination. With this routing protocol, v’s strategy consists of the choice
of the next-hop node for every incoming active demand (together with the payment offers/requests for
neighboring contracts, as described in Section 2). This game fits into our framework as long as a node
is not allowed to send traffic into “dead ends”. By this we mean that if node v has a route with free
capacity from itself to t, and has an incoming demand with destination t, then it must forward this
demand on its route to t, instead of purposefully sending this demand into a dead end where it will
never reach its destination. Such practices would not go unnoticed for long, and so we assume that all
nodes actually forward their traffic to the appropriate next-hop as long as there exist viable routes.
This property guarantees that the routing constraints (R1) and (R2) defined in Section 2 are satisfied.
Moreover, the assumptions of Section 2.1 are satisfied as well, since by changing the next-hop nodes,
a node v can only affect the demands that are traveling through it, and none other. Therefore, all our
results hold for this game.
Other games of this type also fit into our framework. For example, versions of BGP as described in
[14] satisfy all of our assumptions. In such games, players have a preference ordering on all the paths
from themselves to every destination. Using this preference ordering, they choose the next-hop nodes
in a systematic way, and propagate routing information to their neighbors. With the extra assumption
that a demand is always successfully routed as long as a viable route exists, all our results hold for such
routing protocols as well.
In the above examples, each player is able to control the routes of the demands going through it
to a large degree. Now suppose that a player is not able to control the routing at all, and instead it is
decided by some centralized protocol. All our results certainly hold in this case, since the players only
have less power in such games, and so their possible deviations are more limited.
Finally, consider the routing protocol where the source of the demand (or the destination) chooses
the route, and no node that transits this demand has any choice. This important game also fits into our
framework, as long as a source s routes its demand d on a viable route (i.e., with appropriate contracts
and with free capacity) if one exists, and does not purposefully choose a route that does not let d reach
its destination. In this game, a strategy of a player v would be a route for every demand originating at
v, together with the payment offers/requests for neighboring contracts, as described in Section 2. Since
a player is only able to control the routes of demands that pass through it (in fact, it is only able to
control the routes of demands that originate at it), all our assumptions are satisfied.
B

Model Variations

What if contracts are bi-directional? What if we have peering contracts? These types of contracts result
in demands being routed only on valley-free paths [8], also called Type-1 and Type-2 paths in [12], valid
signaling paths in [15], and valid paths in [3]. A valley-free path for demand d consists of some customerprovider contracts directed away from s(d), possibly followed by one peering contract, and followed by
more customer-provider contracts directed towards s(d). These are the only paths on which traffic can
be routed, since any other path would contain a node v forwarding traffic between two providers, or

between a peer and a provider. In our game (as well as in reality [9, 12]), node v would have an incentive
to not forward this traffic, since it would save on transit cost, and would not have to pay any penalties.
All of our results hold for this extension. Consider an optimal solution OPT. Because OPT is the
solution that maximizes the total value of the active demands while minimizing the total transit cost, it
does not matter what types of contracts we assign to different edges in OPT, as long as all the demands
specified by OPT are active. For every node t, consider the active demands of OPT with destination t,
and make the contracts along which they are routed be the first type of customer-provider contracts,
as we defined in our original model. This is still an optimal solution, but this solution does not use any
peering contracts or the second type of customer-provider contracts. By the results of Section 3, we can
form Nash equilibria that are either as good, or almost as good, as this optimal solution. Therefore, all
the results of Section 3 still hold in the presence of peering contracts and the second type of customerprovider contract, simply because the optimal solution remains the same, and the Nash equilibria using
only the old types of contracts are still equilibria.
What if contracts do not have capacities? Suppose that an active contract χe (t) means that the provider
has the obligation to forward all traffic from its customer to the destination t, instead of just a single
unit. If the edge capacities are large enough (or non-existent), then all our results still hold. As in the
proof of Theorem 5, the sets of contracts labeled with different destinations do not affect each other, so
we can consider the graph OP Tt consisting of contracts labeled with t separately. In this case, OP Tt
is simply a tree directed towards t. This tree can be found efficiently using dynamic programming, and
since OP Tt is a tree, then no re-routing is possible, and so the results from [3] apply. This means that
all of the results of Section 3 can be extended to this case.
C

Proofs

The Structure of Equilibria Below we show the existence of good Nash equilibria, as well as how to
compute them in many cases. To do this, we first develop the tools needed for such arguments, by giving
a sufficient condition for the existence of a Nash equilibrium.
Consider a set of active contracts C together with a routing R. First, notice that all contracts are
with respect to a particular destination, and so demands heading to different destinations do not affect
each other, because they cannot use the same contracts. This means that we can look at all the contracts
and demands labeled with some destination t separately from other destinations. Let Gt be the directed
multi-graph of active contracts in C labeled with destination t, together with a routing Rt of demands
destined for t. For any node u, let Pu be a longest path in Gt from u to t, and let kPu k be the number of
nodes in Pu . Below we establish sufficient conditions for Gt to induce a Nash equilibrium, i.e., conditions
that imply that there is a set of payments for the contracts in Gt that results in a stable solution with
all the same demands being active.
Theorem 5. If Gt is acyclic, every contract in Gt carries an active demand, and for each active
demand d, λs(d) (d) ≥ kPs(d) k, then Gt induces a Nash equilibrium.
To prove this theorem, we will first need several helpful lemmas. Below, we often refer to a capacity
of an edge (u, v) in Gt , by which we mean the number of contracts in Xe (t) from u to v in Gt . The
assumption in the theorem above says that these capacities are fully saturated, so the number of
contracts in Xe (t) made from u to v is exactly the number of demands with destination t that are
routed from u to v. When we talk about the direction of a contract, we will mean the direction from
the customer to the provider.
Lemma 1. Let Gt be acyclic and let A be the set of active demands with destination t in Gt that are
routed in Rt through node v. Consider a deviation of v where the only changes v makes is to re-route
active demands. Then no matter how v re-routes these demands, it must be that all d ∈ A are still active,
and their routes still pass through v. In addition, after v re-routes the demands, all the capacities of Gt
are still saturated.

Proof. By our assumption about the routing protocol and the nature of deviations, demands in A are
exactly the demands whose routes v can change. Then the routes of demands not in A do not change.
The contracts and capacities of the edges do not change, since v is only re-routing. Let κ(e) be the
number of demands in A that include e in their route in Rt . Then, from v’s point of view, it is routing
the demands of A in any way it likes, on a graph with residual capacity κ(e) (call this directed graph
Gκ , and delete from it the edges with capacity κ(e) = 0). This is because all the demands that are not
in A remain on the same routes, and so v cannot use the capacity that is taken up by these demands.
Node v cannot route more than κ(e) demands on edge e, since we assumed that the capacities of the
edges before re-routing are tight in Gt . Notice that Gκ has no cycles, since it is a subgraph of Gt .
We will first show that every demand in A is active after re-routing. Suppose to the contrary, that
some demand d does not reach its destination after re-routing. By our assumption about the routing
protocol, it is enough to show that there exists a valid path from s(d) to t with free capacity. Consider
the edges of Gκ leaving s(d) after re-routing. Since the capacity out of s(d) is greater than the capacity
entering s(d) (because d was successfully routed starting with s(d) before, and took up one capacity
in the edges leaving s(d)), there must be an edge (s(d), u1 ) with free capacity. Now consider u1 . The
capacity of edges leaving u1 in Gκ equals exactly the capacity of edges entering it plus the number of
demands in A starting at u1 . Therefore, since there was an edge with free capacity entering u1 , there
must also be one leaving it. We can continue this argument until we get to t, and we cannot cycle since
Gκ has no cycles. Therefore, all demands of A are still active after re-routing.
To prove the rest of the lemma, suppose that after re-routing, a demand d ∈ A still gets through to
its destination t, but is not routed through v. This means that there is a path P in Gκ from s(d) to
t that does not go through v. Every edge of P must be in some route of a demand from A before v’s
re-routing, since otherwise it would not have any residual capacity, and would not be in Gκ . For each
e ∈ P , let P e be such a route that contains edge e. In P e , e appears either before v, or after v, since all
routes of A before re-routing pass through v. For the last edge e of P , e appears after v in P e , since e
leads directly to t. Suppose that there exist two consecutive edges e1 = (u1 , w), e2 = (w, u2 ) in P , such
that e1 appears before v in P e1 , and e2 appears after v in P e2 . This means that if we take the union of
the portion of P e1 from w to v with the portion of P e2 from v to w, then it contains a cycle. Thus we
can obtain a cycle in Gκ , which we know to be acyclic.
Now suppose that there is no node w as described above. This means that for all edges e of P ,
e appears after v in P e , and in particular this is true for the first edge e1 of P . Consider the path
before re-routing of demand d that is now taking path P , however. Its route started at s(d), and passed
through v. By concatenating part of this route with a subpath of P e1 , we can create a cycle, using the
same argument as above.
Finally, to show that all capacity on Gt is still saturated after re-routing, suppose that there is an
edge e = (u, v) in Gt with free capacity. Since the capacity of edges leaving v in Gt is exactly the amount
entering v plus the number of active demands in Gt originating at v, this means that there must be an
edge with free capacity leaving v as well. We can continue this argument until we either create a cycle
(which is impossible since Gt is acyclic), or reach t. But if t has an edge with free capacity, this means
that not all the demands that were active before are now reaching t, which contradicts with the fact
that all demands still reach their destinations after re-routing.
We can now show a solution such that for any node v, after re-routing and changing some of its
contracts, v’s utility does not improve. A deviating node v might re-route some demands that pass
through it, and cut some contracts. Although node v is allowed to do both at the same time, we will
instead think of node v as first re-routing demands, and then destroying contracts. We will show that
v’s utility will not increase after either action, which shows that our solution is an equilibrium.
Lemma 2. After v re-routes some demands, its utility stays the same.
Proof. By Lemma 1, all the demands that got through in Gt still are active after re-routing, and so
the λ benefit that v receives does not change. All of the re-routed demands still pass through v, so its
transit cost is the same as before, and there are no new penalties added or removed. Since the contract

payments do not change because of re-routing, v’s utility after re-routing is exactly the same as before.
We now form the payment scheme on Gt that forms a Nash equilibrium. Specifically, we set the
payments on contracts χe (t) entering node u to have the value of kPu k (that is, u asks for a payment
of kPu k, and its customer offers a payment of kPu k).
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section, showing that the payments above form
a Nash equilibrium.
Proof of Theorem 5. Let the contract payments on Gt be as described above. We must now show
that if any node v deviates from its current strategy by re-routing some demands and changing some
contracts, then its utility will only decrease. Fix a node v. By Lemma 2, we already know that v’s utility
does not change from re-routing. We must now show that after cutting some adjacent contracts, v’s
utility can only decrease.
Suppose v cuts a set of customer contracts S1 , and a set of provider contracts S2 . We will show that
for every improvement in v’s utility resulting from this action, there is a corresponding decrease. First,
consider why v’s utility might improve. For every provider contract χe (t) ∈ S2 , v gains c(χe (t)) utility,
since it no longer has to pay money to its provider, and for every demand d whose route contains either
an edge from S1 or S2 , v gains 1 unit of utility, since it no longer has to transit this demand. v cannot
gain any utility from no longer having to pay penalties, since it is not paying any penalties in Gt . This
is because for a penalty to be paid, there have to be edges with free capacity, and we assumed that
capacities are tight in Gt .
Consider the increase of c(χe (t)) + 1 in v’s utility resulting from cutting the contract χe (t) ∈ S2 . By
Lemma 1, there must be some demand d that is routed on χe (t), since all capacities are saturated after
re-routing. Consider the previous contract χf (t) in this demand’s path. There are 3 cases: d originated
at v; χf (t) ∈ S1 ; and χf (t) 6∈ S1 . We will deal with each of these cases separately.
If d originated at v, then by destroying the contract χe (t), v makes sure that d is no longer active.
This means that v loses λs(d) (d) utility that was received from d being active. We will now show
that λs(d) (d) ≥ c(χe (t)) + 1. Let w be the provider of v that v makes the contract χe (t) with. By
construction, c(χe (t)) is the length of the longest path Pw in Gt from w to t. By the assumption in
the theorem statement, λs(d) (d) ≥ kPv k, and kPv k ≥ kPw k + 1, since Gt is acyclic. This means that
λs(d) (d) ≥ c(χe (t)) + 1, and so v loses at least as much as it gains by cutting χe (t).
Now consider the case where χf (t) 6∈ S1 . This means that there is a valid path from s(d) to v with
free capacity, and so v must pay a penalty to its customer on χf (t). This penalty is of size λs(d) (d) − 1.
By the assumption in the theorem statement, λs(d) (d) is greater than the longest path from s(d) to t.
Let w be the provider of v that v makes the contract χe (t) with. Since c(χe (t)) is the length of the
longest path from w to t, which is at least 2 nodes shorter than the one from s(d) to t (because d’s
route is a path that goes from s(d) to v to w), this means that λs(d) (d) − 1 ≥ c(χe (t)) + 1, and so v
loses at least as much as it gains by cutting χe (t).
Finally, consider the case where χf (t) ∈ S1 . That means that χf (t) is also cut by v. By construction,
c(χf (t)) is the length of the longest path from v to t, so c(χf (t)) ≥ c(χe (t)) + 1, and so v loses at least
as much as it gains by cutting χe (t).
We have now argued that v does not gain anything from cutting provider contracts. If v cuts a
customer contract χf (t), it can save a unit of transit cost because it no longer has to transit the
demand that was routed through χf (t). By our construction of payments, however, c(χf (t)) ≥ 1, so v
does not gain anything from cutting a customer contract either, as it loses the payment on this contract.
Theorem 1 If λt(d) (d) = 0 for all demands d, then there exists a Nash equilibrium that is as good as
the optimal centralized solution.
Proof. We will show that for the optimal solution, we can form a set of contract payments so that
no one will want to deviate. Consider a subgraph (and a sub-routing) of OPT, where we include only
contracts of OPT labeled with destination t, and only the demands with destination t. Call this subgraph

(or sub-solution) OP Tt . Since demands with destination t are only routed along contracts in OP Tt ,
we have that any demands with different destinations do not affect each other. The utility function of
each node consists of separate components for each destination t, so if we can prove that OP Tt is an
equilibrium, then so is the entire solution OPT.
To show that OP Tt induces a Nash equilibrium, we need only invoke Theorem 5. Therefore, we
need to show that OP Tt meets the required conditions for Theorem 5. We can assume that all active
contracts have a demand routed through them in OP Tt , since otherwise we could remove those contracts
without altering the quality of the solution. We must now show that OP Tt is acyclic, and that for all
active demands d, λs(d) (d) ≥ kPs(d) k.
To see that OP Tt is acyclic, consider a cycle in OP Tt , and eliminate this cycle in OPT (by reducing
the capacity of this cycle by 1). All of the active demands in OPT can still be successfully routed.
To see this, consider that OP Tt is a single-commodity flow of demands from many sources to a single
destination. By eliminating a cycle from this flow, we result in a valid flow of the same size, since flow
conservation is still satisfied. The same amount of flow reaches t, so all the demands can still be routed
after elimination of this cycle. Therefore, the λ benefit from active demands does not change by our
elimination of the above cycle. By eliminating this cycle, however, we reduced the total transit cost by
the length of this cycle, since we assumed that every active contract was carrying an active demand in
OP Tt . Therefore we have created a solution that is strictly better than OPT, a contradiction.
To prove the final condition needed for Theorem 5, consider a demand d that is active in OP Tt , and
decrease the capacities along Ps(d) by 1. By Lemma 3, every demand except d can still be successfully
routed in this new solution. Thus, by deleting Ps(d) , the quality of this solution decreases by λs(d) (d),
since d is no longer routed. This is the only part of the proof where we use the assumption that only
the source benefits from an active demand, since otherwise the quality of the solution would decrease
by λs(d) (d) + λt (d). There is no more transit cost that is paid along Ps(d) , however, so the transit cost
decreases by kPs(d) k. Therefore, if λs(d) (d) < kPs(d) k, this would mean that we have created a solution
that is better than OPT, a contradiction. This implies that λs(d) (d) ≥ kPs(d) k, as desired.
To complete the proof of the above theorem, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let P be any path in OP Tt from the source of a demand d to t. Form OP Tt0 from OP Tt by
reducing the capacity of each edge in P by 1. Then, all the demands except d that are active in OP Tt
can still be successfully routed in OP Tt0 .
Proof. The number of contracts |Xe (t)| in OP Tt is exactly the number of active demands in OP Tt
passing through edge e, since we can assume that capacities are fully saturated in OP Tt (otherwise we
could remove the unneeded contracts). Therefore, the capacity out of node v is exactly the capacity into
node v plus the number of active demands leaving v. This is still true in OP Tt0 , since we reduce both
in-capacity and out-capacity by 1 for all nodes in P , except for s(d), where we reduce the out-capacity
by 1, but also remove demand d.
Consider a graph Ht , where we add a new super-source node s to OP Tt0 , with edges (s, s(d0 )) leading
from s to each source of an active demand d0 with destination t, and the capacity of these edges being
the number of such demands originating at s(d0 ). By the above argument, the capacity of any s-t cut
exactly equals the number of active demands, and so we are able to route all the demands except d
successfully.
Theorem 2 With respect to the cut-loss objective function, the price of stability is at most 2 in the
case where for each demand d, λs(d) (d) = λt(d) (d).
Proof. Just as with Theorem 1, we can consider each subgraph OP Tt separately, and attempt to form
stable solutions with respect to a particular destination t. By the same arguments as in the proof of
Theorem 1, OP Tt is acyclic and we can assume that every active contract carries an active demand.
In order to invoke Theorem 5, all we need is that for all d, λs(d) (d) is larger than the length of Ps(d) ,
the longest path from s(d) to t. Consider a demand in OP Tt such that λs(d) (d) < kPs(d) k. Now create
a new solution by reducing the capacity of edges along Ps(d) by one. By Lemma 3 all the demands

except d can still be successfully routed in this new solution. This new solution is still acyclic, and so if
λs(d0 ) (d0 ) ≥ kPs(d0 ) k for all active d0 , then we can form an equilibrium on this solution. Otherwise, there
must be a demand that violates this inequality, and we get rid of this demand by reducing the capacity
of edges along Ps(d0 ) . This process eventually results in a Nash equilibrium, since in the worst case, all
capacities are reduced to 0, and we end up with the trivial Nash equilibrium in which no demands or
contracts are active.
We now consider the quality of the Nash equilibrium that this process produces. Every time we
make a demand d inactive by reducing the capacity of Ps(d) and re-routing, the cut-loss objective is
increased by 2λs(d) (d) (since demand d becomes inactive), and is decreased by kPs(d) k. The latter is
because at every step of the above process, all the capacities are fully saturated, and so decreasing the
capacities by one on edges of Ps(d) means decreasing the total transit cost by kPs(d) k. Therefore, since
λs(d) (d) < kPs(d) k for all demands we made inactive, then at the end of this process we can end up with
a solution that is at most twice as expensive as the one we started with. This means exactly that the
equilibrium we find is at most twice as expensive as OPT.
Theorem 3 Let E ∗ be the set of active contracts in OPT, and DOP T be the active demands in OPT. If
we increase λs(d) (d) by a factor of 2 for every d, then E ∗ together with DOP T induce a Nash equilibrium.
Proof. Just as with Theorem 1, we can consider each subgraph OP Tt separately, and attempt to form
stable solutions with respect to a particular destination t. By the same arguments as in the proof of
Theorem 1, OP Tt is acyclic and we can assume that every active contract carries an active demand.
In order to invoke Theorem 5, all we need is that for all d, λs(d) (d) is larger than the length of Ps(d) ,
the longest path from s(d) to t. If this were not the case, then we can reduce the capacity of Ps(d) by
one to create a new solution. By Lemma 3, all demands except d can be successfully routed in this
new solution. This means that the quality of this solution is reduced by 2λs(d) (d) (since d is no longer
routed), but is improved by kPs(d) k because of the reduction in transit cost. We know that in OPT,
it must be the case that 2λs(d) (d) ≥ kPs(d) k, since otherwise this would create a solution better than
OPT. But since λs(d) (d) was increased by a factor of 2, it must be that now λs(d) (d) ≥ kPs(d) k, as
desired.
D

Contracts Without Destination Labels (proof of Theorem 4)

Theorem 4 If every node v can only affect the route portion that comes after v (for demands that
currently pass through v), then the results of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 still hold, even if the contracts do
not specify particular destinations.
We begin by giving an extension to Lemma 1.
Lemma 4. Let H be a set of contracts together with a routing R, with the property that we cannot
reduce the transit cost by simply re-routing, and that all active contracts carry an active demand. Let A
be the set of active demands (to all destinations) in H that are routed through node v. No matter how
v re-routes these demands, it must be that all d ∈ A are still active, and their routes still pass through
v. In addition, after v re-routes the demands, all the capacities of OPT are still saturated.
Proof. By our assumption about the routing protocol, demands in A are exactly the demands for
which v can change the routes, so the routes of all demands not in A do not change. The contracts and
capacities of the edges do not change, since v is only re-routing. Let κ(e) be the number of demands in
A that include e in the portion of their route in H that comes after v. Then, from v’s point of view, it is
routing the demands of A in any way it likes, on a graph with residual capacity κ(e) (call this directed
graph Gκ , and delete from it the edges with capacity κ(e) = 0). Since v can only control the portion of
the routes that comes after the traffic reaches it, this is the same as v trying to route the demands of A
to their destinations, with all of them starting at v. v cannot route more than κ(e) demands on edge e,
since we assumed that the capacities of the edges before re-routing are tight in H. Moreover, while H
may not be acyclic, it must be that Gκ is acyclic, by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1

for OP Tt being acyclic. This is true because of our assumption that we cannot reduce the transit cost
by simply re-routing, and we would be able to eliminate the transit cost on a cycle in Gκ while still
routing all the demands in A.
We will first show that every demand in A is active after re-routing. Suppose to the contrary, that
some demand d does not reach its destination after re-routing. Suppose that we have routed all the
demands in A from v to their destination that we could. By our assumption about the routing protocol,
it is enough to show that there exists a valid path from s(d) to t(d) with free capacity. We know that
the portion of the route from s(d) to v was not changed, so there is a subpath to v with free capacity.
Now consider the edges of Gκ leaving v after re-routing. Since the capacity in Gκ out of v is greater
than the capacity entering v (because d was successfully routed in Gκ starting with v before, and took
up one capacity on the edges leaving v), there must be an edge (v, u1 ) with free capacity. Now consider
u1 . The capacity of edges leaving u1 equals exactly the capacity of edges entering it minus the number
of demands in A ending at u1 . Therefore, since there was an edge with free capacity entering u1 , there
must also be one leaving it. We can continue this argument until we get to some t(d0 ), with d0 ∈ A not
active after re-routing. This means that we have a route with free capacity from s(d0 ) to t(d0 ), implying
that d0 must be active, a contradiction. Notice that the above process cannot cycle since Gκ is acyclic.
Therefore, all demands of A are still active after re-routing.
To prove the rest of the lemma, notice that all the demands in A must still go through v since v
only controls the part of their paths after they reach it. Moreover, all the capacity of H is still saturated
after re-routing. Suppose to the contrary that there is an edge e = (u, w) in Gκ with free capacity. Since
the capacity of edges leaving w in Gκ is exactly the amount entering w, minus the number of demands
of A ending at w, and since the capacities of Gκ are tight, this means that there must be an edge with
free capacity leaving w as well. We can continue this argument until we create a cycle in Gκ , which we
know is acyclic. But if after v re-routes, there is an edge with free capacity in H, then there must also
be an edge with free capacity in Gκ , which we just showed is impossible.
Just as with Lemma 2, this lets us easily conclude that the utility of a node v does not change if it
only re-routes, without changing any contracts.
We now form the payment scheme on H that forms a Nash equilibrium. Let Guκ be the graph defined
as in the above proof for node u. In other words, Guκ contains the edges on which u can re-route demands.
For any node u, let Put be the longest path in Guκ from u to t, and let kPut k be the number of nodes in
it. This is the longest possible path on which u could re-route a demand with destination t.
Now consider a demand path P (d) of demand d in H. Suppose this path consists of contracts
e1 , e2 , . . . , ek , with ei being a contract between a customer ui−1 and provider ui , so the nodes of P (d)
in order are s(d) = u0 , u1 , u2 , . . . , uk = t(d). We want to make sure that the money paid for contract
t(d)
ei is enough to pay for any route that ui could re-route d on, and so we want it to be at least kPui k.
ui−1
t(d)
t(d)
ui
can
Unfortunately, it is quite possible that kPui k is much larger than kPui−1 k, since Gκ and Gκ
t(d)
look very different. Therefore, we set the payments on contract ei to be maxj≥i (kPuj k + j − i).
We are now ready to prove the main structural theorem of this section, which is similar to Theorem
5.
Theorem 6. If H is as in Lemma 4, and for all active d,
λs(d) (d) ≥

max
0≤j≤kP (d)k

(kPut(d)
k + j),
j

then H induces a Nash equilibrium.
Proof. Let the contract payments on H be as described above. We must now show that if any node
v deviates from its current strategy by re-routing some demands and changing some contracts, then its
utility will only decrease. Fix a node v. By the above argument, we already know that v’s utility does
not change from re-routing. We must now show that after cutting some adjacent contracts, v’s utility
can only decrease.
Suppose v cuts a set of customer contracts S1 , and a set of provider contracts S2 . We will show that
for every improvement in v’s utility resulting from this action, there is a corresponding decrease. First,

consider why v’s utility might improve. For every provider contract χe ∈ S2 , v gains c(χe ) utility, since
it no longer has to pay money to its provider, and for every demand d whose route contains either an
edge from S1 or S2 , v gains 1 unit of utility, since it no longer has to transit this demand. v cannot
gain any utility from no longer having to pay penalties, since it is not paying any penalties in H. This
is because for a penalty to be paid, there have to be edges with free capacity, and we assumed that
capacities are tight in H.
Consider the increase of c(χe ) in v’s utility resulting from cutting the contract χe . By Lemma 4,
there must be some demand d that is routed on χe , since all capacities are saturated after re-routing.
Let P (d) be the path of this demand. Consider the previous edge χf in P (d). There are 3 cases: d
originated at v; χf ∈ S1 ; and χf 6∈ S1 . We will deal with each of these cases separately.
If d originated at v, then by destroying the contract χe , v makes sure that d is no longer active.
This means that v loses λs(d) (d) utility that was received from d being active. We will now show that
t(d)

λs(d) (d) ≥ c(χe )+1. By construction, c(χe ) is equal to some kPw k+i−1, where node w is the (i+1)’st
t(d)

node in P (d). By our assumption, λs(d) (d) ≥ kPw k + i, and so λs(d) (d) ≥ c(χe ) + 1. This means that
v loses at least as much as it gains by cutting χe .
Now consider the case where χf 6∈ S1 . This means that there is a valid path from s(d) to v with
free capacity, and so v must pay a penalty to its customer on χf . This penalty is of size λs(d) (d) − 1.
t(d)

By construction, c(χe ) is equal to some kPw k + i − j, where w is the (i + 1)’st node of P (d), and v is
t(d)
the j’th node of P (d). By our assumption, λs(d) (d) ≥ kPw k + i. Since v is at least the second node in
P (d), this means that λs(d) (d) − 1 ≥ c(χe ) + 1, and so v loses at least as much as it gains by cutting χe .
Finally, consider the case where χf ∈ S1 . That means that χf is also cut by v. By construction,
c(χf ) ≥ c(χe ) + 1, and so v loses at least as much as it gains by cutting χe .
We have now argued that v does not gain anything from cutting provider contracts. If v cuts a
customer contract χf , it can save a unit of transit cost because it no longer has to transit the demand
that was routed through χf . By our construction of payments, however, c(χf ) ≥ 1, so v does not gain
anything from cutting a customer contract either, as it loses the payment on this contract.
Now that we have the above structural result, we can use it to show that the results in Section 3
still hold.
Proof of Theorem 4. First we must show that if λt(d) (d) = 0 for all demands d, then there exists
a Nash equilibrium that is as good as the optimal centralized solution. Since we can assume that in
OPT, all contracts carry active demands, and we cannot re-route to decrease transit cost, then we only
need to show that the condition in Theorem 6 is satisfied. Consider a demand d that is active in OPT,
t(d)
and suppose that λs(d) (d) < kPw k + j with w being the (j + 1)’st node of P (d), the path of d in
t(d)

OPT. Now take OPT, and decrease the capacities along Pw by 1, as well as removing the subpath
of P (d) from s(d) to w. By Lemma 5, every demand except d can still be successfully routed in this
t(d)
new solution. Then, by deleting Pw and the subpath of P (d), the quality of this solution decreases by
t(d)
λs(d) (d), since d is no longer routed. There is no more transit cost that is paid along Pw , however, so
t(d)

t(d)

the transit cost decreases by kPw k + j. Therefore, if kPw k + j > λs(d) (d), this would mean that we
have created a solution that is better than OPT, a contradiction.
We will now prove that with respect to the cut-loss objective function, the price of stability is at
most 2 if destinations are not specified by the contracts. Let P (d) be the path of d in OPT. As before,
we only need to prove that the condition in Theorem 6 holds. Suppose that for some active demand
t(d)
d, λs(d) (d) < kPw k + j with w being the (j + 1)’st node of P (d), the path of d in OPT. Now create
t(d)

a new solution by reducing the capacity of edges along Pw and the first j edges of P (d) by one.
By Lemma 5 all the demands except d can still be successfully routed in this new solution, and so if
t(d0 )
λs(d0 ) (d0 ) ≥ kPw k + j for all active d0 , then we can form an equilibrium on this solution. Otherwise,
there must be a demand that violates this inequality, and we get rid of this demand by reducing the
t(d0 )
capacity of edges along Pw
as before. This process eventually results in a Nash equilibrium, since in

the worst case, all capacities are reduced to 0, and we end up with the trivial Nash equilibrium in which
no demands or contracts are active.
We now consider the quality of the Nash equilibrium that this process produces. Every time we
make a demand d inactive by reducing the capacity of a path and re-routing, the cut-loss objective is
t(d)
increased by 2λs(d) (d) (since demand d becomes inactive), and is decreased by kPw k + j. The latter
is because at every step of the above process, all the capacities are fully saturated, and so decreasing
the capacities by one on edges of a path means decreasing the transit cost by the length of this path.
t(d)
Therefore, since λs(d) (d) < kPw k + j for all the demands we made inactive, then at the end of this
process we can end up with a solution that is at most twice as expensive as the one we started with.
This means exactly that the equilibrium we find is at most twice as expensive as OPT.
Finally, the proof of Theorem 3 can be extended to the case where the contracts do not specify
destinations in the same way.
To complete the proofs above, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let P be any path in Guκ from u to a destination of a demand d (that passes through u).
Form a new solution from OPT by reducing the capacity of each edge in P by 1. Then, all the demands
except d that are active in OPT can still be successfully routed in this new solution.
Proof. By a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 3, all the demands can still be successfully
routed in Guκ , and so they can be routed in the new OPT solution as well. The only difference in the
argument is that while in Lemma 3, all the demands are heading to the same destination, now all the
demand paths are instead starting at the same source node u.

